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Abstract
Municipal wastewater treatment commonly involves mechanical, biological and
chemical treatment steps as state-of-the-art technologies for protecting the
environment from adverse effects. The biological treatment step consumes the most
energy and can create greenhouse gases. This study investigates municipal
wastewater treatment without the biological treatment step, including the effects of
different pre-treatment configurations, e.g., direct membrane filtration before forward
osmosis. Forward osmosis was tested using raw wastewater and wastewater
subjected to different types of mechanical pre-treatment, e.g., microsieving and
microfiltration permeation, as a potential technology for municipal wastewater
treatment. Forward osmosis was performed using thin-film-composite, Aquaporin
InsideTM and HTI membranes with NaCl as the draw solution. Both types of forward
osmosis membranes were tested in parallel for the different types of pre-treated feed
and evaluated in terms of water flux and solute rejection, i.e., biochemical oxygen
demand and total and soluble phosphorus contents. The Aquaporin and HTI
membranes achieved a stable water flux with rejection rates of more than 96% for
biochemical oxygen demand and total and soluble phosphorus, regardless of the type
of mechanical pre-treated wastewater considered. This result indicates that forward
osmosis membranes can tolerate exposure to municipal waste water and that the
permeate can fulfil the Swedish discharge limits for small- and medium-sized
wastewater treatment plants.
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Introduction
Given the increasing environmental concern of nutrient depletion and water scarcity,
municipal wastewater is starting to be considered as a valuable nutrient and water
resource.[1] Wastewater can be treated mechanically, biologically and/or chemically to
prevent oxygen depletion and eutrophication in receiving water bodies. During
biological treatment, most carbon and nitrogen is converted to carbon dioxide (CO2)
and nitrogen gas (N2), respectively. The formation of CO2 and N2 can result in the
formation and release of nitrous oxide gas (N2O), which significantly contributes to the
greenhouse effect.[2]
Ravazzini et al. [3] introduced direct membrane filtration (DMF) for municipal
wastewater treatment without biological treatment. In this process, raw municipal
wastewater is directly applied to a membrane without any biological pre-treatment. The
direct membrane filtration concept has been tested using microfiltration (MF) [4]
ultrafiltration (UF) [3] and direct capillary nanofiltration [5] with different types of
wastewater, e.g., raw municipal wastewater,[3,4,6,7] domestic wastewater,[8]
greywater,[9,10] and effluents from the primary.[3,11] These studies demonstrated that
the produced permeate was particle free and of good quality for its intended purposes,
such as irrigation. However, direct MF and UF discharge do not fulfil the present
Swedish standards for wastewater treatment plants.[12,13] Because these standards
are expected to become even more stringent in the future,[14] alternative/additional
treatment steps should be considered.
One method for achieving higher water quality is to use reverse osmosis (RO), which
produces higher purity permeates. However, because RO requires high trans
membrane pressure (TMP), this increased purity comes at the cost of a high energy
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demand and an increased propensity for membrane fouling. An alternative could be
forward osmosis (FO) because FO has recently been shown to achieve solute
rejections as high as RO.[15,16] FO is driven by an osmotic pressure gradient across
a selectively permeable membrane, which allows water molecules to migrate from a
feed solution (FS) with a low osmotic pressure, such as wastewater, to a draw solution
with a high osmotic pressure, such as seawater. Because the FO process is operated
in the absence of applied hydraulic pressure, this process has an intrinsically lower
fouling propensity and requires less energy than RO.[17]
These advantages of the FO process have led to more than 1000 studies during the
last decade for different applications. However, only 7% of these studies are related to
wastewater treatment.[18] Most of these studies focused on using synthetic
wastewater as feed for FO processes [19-22], and only a few studies have been
performed using real diluted raw municipal wastewater.[15,23] Furthermore, Xie et al.
[16] reviewed different membrane-based processes for nutrient recovery and used FO
as the sole technology for treating urine, synthetic wastewater and activated sludge.
Wang et al. [15] recently published a study using real diluted municipal wastewater
with solute rejections of ammonium and total nitrogen (TNt) of 68% and 48%,
respectively, and rejections of chemical oxygen demand (COD) and total phosphorus
(TPt) of more than 99%.
However, the integration of existing wastewater mechanical pre-treatment methods
such as microsieving (MS) and microfiltration (MF) with FO in terms of water flux, solute
rejection and fouling characterisation has not been widely reported in the literature and
is therefore a novel approach.
The purpose of this study is to assess FO as a sole technology for wastewater
treatment of the main stream without a biological treatment step at small- and medium4

sized WWTPs in Sweden. The study investigates the use of mechanical pre-treatment
steps such as microsieving and microfiltration prior to FO, with sodium chloride as a
model draw solution. The impacts of mechanical pre-treatment on water flux and solute
rejection are evaluated.
Material and methods
Raw municipal wastewater of medium strength was collected after screening (6 mm
perforated plate screens, EscaMax, Huber AG, Germany) and sand and grit removal
at the Källby WWTP (120 000 population equivalent) in Lund, Sweden (Figure 1). This
wastewater was then used as FS in FO during Experiment 1 (Exp. 1), which is denoted
as Raw. A portion of the wastewater from the grit-chamber was introduced to a pilot
plant and was equipped with a rotating drum filter with a filter-cloth with an aperture
size of 100 µm (HDF801-1H, Hydrotech AB, Sweden) and a MF unit with a nominal
pore size 0.2 µm (MFP2, Alfa Laval A/S, Denmark). MF experiments were conducted
at 0.03 bar TMP.[24] The microsieve filtrate (MSF) and microsieve (MS) plus MF
permeate (MFP), respectively, were used as FS for FO experiments 2 (Exp. 2) and 3
(Exp. 3), see Figure 1.
FO membranes
Two types of flat-sheet thin-film-composite (TFC) membranes were used in this study:
one from Aquaporin A/S (Copenhagen, Denmark) and one from Hydration
Technologies Inc. (Albany, OR, USA). The Aquaporin InsideTM (AIM) membrane is a
modified TFC membrane with an active layer (AL) containing aquaporin proteins
(AqpZ) reconstituted in spherical vesicles and encapsulated by a PA thin film supported
by polyethersulfone (PES).[25,26] The Hydration Technologies Inc. (HTI) is a TFC
membrane prepared using polyamide embedded (PA) in a polysulfone support.
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FO experimental set-up
FO experiments were performed using a rectangular membrane module with a
140 cm2 membrane area separating two identical compartments measuring 175 mm
(length) by 80 mm (width) and 1.3 mm (height). The membrane AL faced the FS side
(AL-FS mode), and a mesh spacer was installed on the support side. Counter-current
circulation of the feed and draw solutions was applied using variable micro gear pumps
(WT3000-1JB/M, Longer Pump, China) connected with Tygon®-tubing (R-3603) and
operated at a flow rate of 260 mL·min-1 to generate a cross-flow velocity (ucr) of
4.17 cm·s-1 according to the standard protocol of Aquaporin A/S, Denmark, and found
in the study of Yoon et al. [27] using a ucr of 4 cm·s-1. Furthermore, a 2 M NaCl model
draw solution was used to generate an osmotic pressure difference across the FOmembrane or membranes, which were also used in the study of Widjojo et al. [28].
At the beginning of each experiment, 2 L of each feed and draw solution was placed
in 5 L reservoirs. Changes in the electrical conductivity (EC, mS·cm-1) and mass
(weight, kg) of the draw solution were recorded every 5 min using a conductivity probe
(CDC 40101, Hach, Sweden) connected to a handheld metre (HQ30d, Hach, Sweden)
and an electronic balance (FKB36K0.1, Kern & Sohn GmbH, Germany), respectively.
All experiments were carried out at controlled room-temperature 20°C±2°C, and the
duration of each experiment was at least 4 h. Furthermore, the dilution factor (DF) of
the draw solution was set to 1.4 to easily compare the FO-experiments and maintain
enough volume for laboratory analyses, especially BOD7 analysis. A schematic
diagram of the laboratory FO-set-up is shown in Figure 2.
Experiments
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All conducted FO-experiments are summarized in Table 1 with their corresponding
feed- and draw-solutes and the applied membrane(s).
Analytical methods
Depending on the experiment, grab samples were obtained at the sampling points
shown as black dots in Figure 1, i.e. Raw, MSF, MFP. The suspended solids (SS),
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD7), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total organic
carbon (TOC), total and soluble nitrogen (TNt, TNs), and total and soluble phosphorus
(TPt, TPs) contents were measured using international standard methods. The total
amount of volatile fatty acids (VFA) and alkalinity (Alk.) were measured using the 5 pHpoint titration method [29] and incorporated with pH and electric conductivity (EC)
measurements; for additional details see.[30] Samples were also collected from the
draw solution (2 M NaCl) before and after each FO experiment. Regarding the Swedish
discharge demands for small- to medium-sized WWTPs, BOD7, TPt and TPs were
measured in the feed and draw solutions at the beginning and end of each experiment.
Fouling autopsy
Fouled membrane samples were retrieved from the FO membrane module at the end
of operation and stored in the fridge at 4°C before analysis. A scanning electron
microscope (SEM) (Quanta FEG 200 ESEMTM, FEI, USA) was used to capture
membrane surface images. Before SEM, the samples were dried at room temperature
and coated with gold. The composition of the deposited layer on the membrane surface
was analysed using energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) (Oxford Instruments
AZtec EDS with X-Max detector, Oxford Instruments, UK). Samples were studied using
an accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm. Qualitative and
quantitative analyses were based on internal standards using Aztec software.
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Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was
used to identify the foulant functional groups (Spectrophotometer, PerkinElmer, USA
equipped with a diamond crystal). ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded within the range
of 4000-500 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1 using 4 scans at a temperature of
20°C±0.5°C. These spectra were subtracted against a background air spectrum,
corrected for offset, normalized, and presented as transmittance (%).
Data analysis
The water flux (Jw, L·m-2·h-1) was determined using an electronic balance and
monitoring the rate at which the weight of the draw solution increased. The achieved
water flux was normalized (J/J0) for comparison between experiments by dividing the
water flux (JW) with the initial water flux (J0). Furthermore, no addition of, e.g., salt,
during the experiment was performed to compensate for the dilution of the draw
solution.
Solute rejection (R(1), %) was calculated as follows:
( )

=1−

(

.)

∙ 100% (Eq. 1)

where R(1) (%) is the solute rejection, cPermeate (mg·L-1) is the concentration in the
permeate, and cFeed(Avg.) (mg·L-1) is the average concentration in the feed solution
during the experiment, see Liu et al. [31].
The average concentration in the FS was calculated as follows:

(

.)

=

(

)

(

)

(Eq. 2)

where cFeed(t = 0) (mg·L-1) is the initial concentration and cFeed(t = End) (mg·L-1) is the final
concentration in the FS, respectively.
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Osmotic pressure is the main driving force of FO; thus, the FO process naturally
attempts to achieve osmotic equilibrium through the transport of water molecules from
the FS to the draw solution. This water transport can be directly measured as the
change in the volume (weight) of the draw solution during the FO experiment. The
additional volume (weight) in the draw solution (VPermeate, L) is described as the
permeate. Because the permeate directly enters the draw solution, the permeate
concentration (cPermeate(1), mg·L-1) cannot be directly measured. Therefore, mass
balance was used and it was assumed that no measurable concentrations of the
considered wastewater compounds were present in the draw solution (cPermeate(t = 0) =
0 mg·L-1) at the beginning of the experiment (t = 0):

( )

(

=

)

∙

(

)

(Eq. 3)

where cDraw(t = End) (mg·L-1) is the final concentration in the draw solution and VDraw(t =
End)

(L) is the final draw volume at the end of the experiment. VPermeate (L) is the

transported volume across the FO membrane during the experiment, which is the
difference between the final (VDraw(t = End), L) and initial (VDraw(t = 0), L) volumes of the
draw solution.
By combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, the rejection R(1) can be expressed as follows:
)∙

(

( )

=1−

(

)

(
(

)
)

∙ 100% (Eq. 4)

Eq. 4 represents a standard method for calculating R(1), according to, e.g., Liu et al.
[31]. However, the calculated solute rejection R(1) in Eq. 4 assumes that the initial
concentration of the measured wastewater compounds, e.g., BOD7, in the draw
solution is 0 mg·L-1. Thus, when the initial concentrations are not zero, the
concentration in the permeate (cPermeate(2), mg·L-1) can be calculated as follows:
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(Eq. 5)

where VDraw(t = 0) (L) is the initial draw solution volume and cDraw(t = 0) (mg·L-1) is the initial
concentration in the draw solution (see Xie et al. [32]).
Solute rejection, R2 (%), including the initial amount of the measured compound in the
draw solution, can be calculated as follows:
(

( )

)∙

=1−

(
(

)
)

)∙

(
(

)

(

)

∙ 100% (Eq. 6).

The results for R1 and R2 are shown in Table 3.
Results and Discussion
The tested configurations (see Figure 1) were intended to treat municipal wastewater
at small- and medium-sized WWTPs (10 000 PE) to fulfil the Swedish discharge
demands (BOD7 15 mg·L-1, TPt 0.5 mg·L-1). TNt and TNs rejection were not
considered because they were required for WWTPs larger than 10 000 PE, which
require the removal of 85% of the TN entering the WWTP.[12] Furthermore, the final
treatment of the generated concentrates, i.e., the sludge from the MS and the
retentates from the MF and FO, were not part of the current investigation because
fulfilment of the Swedish discharge demands was considered the primary step towards
non-biological wastewater treatment of the main stream. However, studies have shown
that, for example, more biogas (>30%) could be produced with mechanical or
physicochemical pre-treatment in combination with membrane technology utilizing
more of the total and soluble carbon in comparison to conventional wastewater
treatment.[24,33,34] Wang et al. [15], anticipated that the treatment scenario should
be energy-positive and economically beneficial when concentrating COD with FO at
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average levels of 2335 mg·L-1 in combination with anaerobic digestion and
downstream treatment.
The characteristics of the different feed types Raw, MSF and MFP (see Figure 1) that
were subjected to the AIM and HTI membranes are shown in Table 2. The measured
concentrations correspond with the results of Hey et al. [24], who used mechanical pretreatment methods, i.e., MS before DMF.
Water fluxes
The normalized water fluxes (J/J0) of different feed types (Raw, MSF, MFP) are shown
in Figure 3a (AIM membranes) and Figure 3b (HTI membranes), respectively. The
measured water fluxes (L·m-2·h-1) and EC (mS·cm-1) can be found in the
Supplementary material (Figures A.1).
The AIM membranes exhibited similar flux patterns for the raw wastewater (Exp. 1),
MSF (Exp. 2) and MFP (Exp. 3). The water fluxes remained stable and increased when
mechanical pre-treatment steps were included in comparison to using raw wastewater
(Raw). However, no significant difference in the observed water fluxes between MSF
and MFP were observed, indicating that the water flux remains stable with increasing
pre-treatment steps, as shown in Figure 3a.
The HTI membrane had higher initial water fluxes compared to the AIM membrane,
but the water flux declined steadily for all of the tested feed types. The water flux from
the MSF was lower than the water flux from the MFP (see Figure 3b), indicating that
the water flux increases as the number of mechanical pre-treatments increases.
In Experiment 1, when raw wastewater was used as feed in FO with the AIM
membrane, the water flux decreased by 25% during the first 3 h from an initial
normalized water flux 1 (J/J0) to a final flux of 0.75 (J/J0). Thereafter, the water flux
11

remained relatively stable until the end of the experiment (Figure 3a). The normalized
water flux through the HTI membrane decreased linearly by 43% from 1 (J/J0) to 0.57
(J/J0) suggesting that HTI membranes are more sensitive to fouling by suspended
solids than AIM (Figure 3b).
In Experiment 2, MS with an aperture size of 100 µm was used before FO (SS
250 mg·L-1, see Table 2), and the water flux was higher than for the raw wastewater
(Raw) flux pattern for the AIM membrane. The normalized water flux of the AIM
membrane was higher (J/J0: 0.93) than the water flux through the HTI (J/J0: 0.75), as
shown in Figures 3a and 3b.
The particle free (SS=0 mg·L-1) MFP was assumed to positively affect the FO
performances of both the AIM and HTI membranes. The normalized water flux
decreased from 1 (J/J0) to 0.87 (J/J0) for the AIM membrane, see (Figures 3a) and for
the HTI membrane 0.83 (J/J0) for the HTI membrane, see Figure 3b.
The decreased water flux during FO results from a decrease in the osmotic driving
force (DF ~1.4) and concentration polarization (CP) phenomena.[26] CP results in the
formation of a solute concentration gradient near the membrane surface and a local
increase (or decrease) in osmotic pressure. Thus, organic molecules accumulate,
which promotes membrane fouling [35] and decreased water flux.
The corresponding water fluxes (JW, L·m-2·h-1), see Figure A.1 in the supplementary
material, of the AIM and HTI membranes agree with those observed by Wang et al.
[36], who tested raw wastewater (after screening with 900 µm) in the AL-FS mode
(TFC HTI) by using NaCl as the draw solution. Wang et al. [15] achieved an average
water flux rate of 6 L·m-2·h-1 with diluted wastewater and used 0.5 M NaCl as the model
draw solution when using a cellulose triacetate membrane (CTA) from HTI. Similar
values were also obtained by Holloway et al. [37], who reported water fluxes of
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10.1 L·m-2·h-1 for concentrated anaerobic digests using CTA membranes from HTI.
Zhang et al. [38] tested synthetic urine and achieved water fluxes within the range of 4
to 18 L·m-2·h-1, depending on the employed draw solution concentrations (ranging from
0.5 to 2 M NaCl) in the absence of particles, e.g., suspended solids (SS).
Solute rejections
To evaluate the impacts of MS and MF on FO performance and subsequent fouling
propensity, the physical and chemical properties of mechanically pre-treated
wastewater were analysed, see Table 2.
For small- and medium-sized WWTPs in Sweden, BOD7 reductions of 70-90% and TP
reductions of 80% are required.[12] To consider FO as a potential technology for
municipal wastewater treatment without the biological treatment step, the required
BOD5 and TP reductions must be met. Table 3 shows the calculated solute rejection
(%) from using different tested feed types (Exp. 1-3) for the AIM and HTI membranes.
The final concentration (cPermeate(2)) can be found in the Supplementary material (Table
A.1).
Generally, both membranes displayed rejection levels >96%, with the AIM membrane
displaying slightly higher rejection levels than the HTI membrane. Both of the FOmembrane treatments revealed a high BOD7 rejection (above 96%), which was
calculated using the extended solute-rejection equation (Eq. 6) in all experiments. The
lower BOD7 rejection of the MFP (AIM: 98%; HTI: 96%) can be attributed to the initial
BOD7 concentration in the permeate (19 mg·L-1) compared to the raw (250 mg·L-1) and
MSF (150 mg·L-1) (see Table 2). Despite the availability of FO studies that considered
complex wastewater, no studies have reported BOD7 rejection, which is a parameter
for WWTPs with discharge requirements. Nevertheless, because the BOD is a fraction
of the COD and TOC,[39] a COD rejection of more than 99% (raw wastewater) and a
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TOC rejection of more than 94% (synthetic wastewater) were reported by Wang et al.
[15] and Xue et al. [22], respectively. Furthermore, Madsen et al. [40] showed high
rejections of trace organic compounds when using AIM membranes. These results
imply high BOD rejections.
Furthermore, TPt and TPs rejection was always greater than 97%. High phosphorus
rejection (>95%) was found in other studies using CTA FO-membranes, in which
higher rejections were expected with TFC membranes, regardless of the type of
wastewater feed considered.[15,37,41,42] The mean pore size of cellulose-based FO
membranes is 0.74 nm,[32] consequently, hydrated phosphorus, with a radius of
0.49 nm, can be rejected. High phosphorus rejection is a result of not only size
exclusion but also charge repulsion because the membrane and phosphates ions are
negatively charged when the pH is greater than 7.[21,43,44] Additionally, Xue et al.
[22] demonstrated that higher phosphate rejections can be achieved by increasing the
pH to >7 due to the transformation of H2PO4- to HPO42- at pKa=7.2. This transformation
could explain the high TPt and TPs rejection observed in this study because the initial
pH of the feed and draw solutions was always >7.5.
Evaluation of membrane fouling
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations of fouled AIM and HTI membranes
demonstrated that a fouling layer covers the surface of all membranes (Figures A.2,
A.4, A.6, A.10, A.12, and A.14 in the Supplementary material). Consequently, a
reduced mass transfer across the membrane is expected due to increased membrane
resistance and the cake enhanced concentration polarization effect.[45] However, as
shown by the AIM and HTI permeate fluxes (see Figures 3a and 3b), severe fouling
does not occur in the AL-FS configuration, which agrees with the results reported by
Zhang et al. [46]. Furthermore, the presence of bacteria was noticed on both AIM and
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HTI membranes after adsorptive fouling with Raw and MSF feed (Figures A.2, A.4,
A.10, and A.12 in the Supplementary material). Additionally, the EDS analysis revealed
the presence of N and P on the fouled AIM and HTI membranes, which suggested
biofouling and the presence of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). This is in
agreement with the results of Zhang et al. [46] and Xue et al. [47]. In addition, more
bacteria were present on the AIM membranes than on the HTI membranes after
drainage due to bacterial growth on/in the MS. Thus, rougher and more negatively
charged AIM membranes appear more prone to biofouling. Yet, the decrease of water
flux for AIM membranes (Figure 3a) over time is less pronounced than that for the HTI
membrane (Figure 3b). When combined with the slightly higher rejection levels for the
AIM membranes than the HTI membrane (see Table 2), this result points to the
possible beneficial effects of moderate levels of biofouling. Based on the SEM study,
no bacteria were found on the membranes when considering the MFP with no evidence
of biofilm. This suggests that microorganisms were removed by the MF pre-treatment,
which agrees with the results of Kolega et al. [49] who reported absence of total
coliforms and faecal streptococcus in the DMF-permeate of primary treated sewage.
The composition of the resulting deposits indicated that Ca, Fe and Al and Si (Fig. A.3,
A.5, A.7, A.11, A.13 and A.15 in Supplementary material) were the main foulants, in
addition to the membrane fabric elements C and O, which agrees with the results
reported by Zhang et al. [46]. In addition, HTI membrane fouling resulted from raw
wastewater that contained more calcium than iron, and the opposite effect was
observed for the AIM (Figures A.3 and A.11 in the Supplementary material). The
enhanced iron deposition on the surface of the AIM membrane probably resulted from
the higher negative charge of the membrane. This is probably caused by the presence
of negatively charged AqpZ incorporated in the PA thin film.[48] The likelihood of iron,
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which has a positive three charge, bonding with a negatively charged carboxylic group
of the PA thin film AqpZ TFC layer is higher than that of the more neutral HTI
membrane containing only TFC PA layer. However, more calcium is bound to the HTI
membrane, which could explain the HTI fouling and the lower water flux obtained for
the HTI membranes. The presence of silica on the surfaces of the AIM and the HTI
membranes after adsorptive fouling with MFP agrees with the results presented by Li
et al. [50], Zhao et al. [26], and Mi and Elimelech [51]. This presence could accelerate
fouling by organic matter.
To further understand the fouling of FO membranes when treating municipal
wastewater, ATR-FTIR was used to investigate clean and fouled AIM and HTI
membranes. Figures 4 and 5 show the main functional groups for both the selective
and support layer: polyethersulfone (PES) for the AIM membrane or polysulfone (PS)
for the HTI membrane. The characteristic spectra of the polyamide thin film of the AIM
membrane (Figure 4) were observed at 1739 cm-1 (C=O stretching, carboxylic acid
groups), 1658 cm-1 (C=O stretching, amide I), and 1578 cm-1 (C-N stretching, amide
II). For the polyethersulfone support, peaks were found at 1486 cm-1, 1298 cm-1 (SO2,
asymmetric stretch), 1242 cm-1 (aryl-O-aryl, C-O stretch), 1152 cm-1 (SO2, symmetric
stretch),

and

1106 cm-1

(skeletal

aliphatic

C-C/aromatic

hydrogen

bending/rocking).[52]
However, as shown in Figure 4, the intensities of the characteristic peaks for the
polyamide layer generally decreased due to adsorptive fouling when considering the
Raw and MSF effluents. The ATR-FTIR spectra for fouled membranes (Raw and MSF)
exhibited new bands at 3295 cm-1, 2921 cm-1 and 2851 cm-1, which are unique for
polysaccharides,[53] and at 1641 cm-1 and 1576 cm-1, which are characteristic of the
secondary structure of proteins (amide I and II).[52] This result indicates that proteins
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and polysaccharides are the main organic foulants, which agrees with the results
reported by Wang et al. [55] and Zhang et al. [46]. After MF treatment, the
polysaccharide and protein signals were reduced compared with the Raw and MSF
filtrates, which could explain the higher observed water fluxes for MFP.
For the clean HTI membrane, the bands for the selective polyamide and polysulfone
support layers were found at 1716 cm-1 (C=O, carboxylic acid groups stretching),
1488 cm-1 (CH3-C-CH3, stretching), and 1417 cm-1 (C=C aromatic ring stretching) and
at 1170 cm-1, 1150 cm-1 and 1105 cm-1 (skeleton aliphatic C-C/aromatic hydrogen
bending, rocking).[52] The spectra of the fouled HTI membranes subjected to MSF
feed are characteristic of proteins at 1639 cm-1 and 1541 cm-1 and polysaccharides at
1047 cm-1.[53,54] Although polysaccharides and proteins were removed during the MF
step, the membrane signal of the membrane exposed to MFP was lower than the
membrane signal of the clean membrane (Figure 5). Thus, the deposit covering the
HTI membrane was likely caught inside, which resulted in lower water flux (Figure 3c).
However, the reasons behind this finding remain unclear.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates combining FO and mechanical pre-treatment for raw
municipal wastewater treatment and microsieving, which could be used to treat
municipal wastewater at small- and medium-sized WWTPs, to fulfil Swedish discharge
requirements. AIM and HTI membranes both achieved a stable normalized water flux,
with rejection rates of more than 96% for BOD7, TPt and TPs, regardless of the
mechanical pre-treatment used. Using raw wastewater to feed FO resulted in the
highest water flux loss, with a loss of 25% for AIM and 43% for HTI, respectively,
relative to the mechanically pre-treated effluents. No significant difference in water flux
was found when comparing MS and MF for pre-treatment before FO; however, the HTI
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membrane generally revealed a higher decrease in the initial water flux over time
compared to the AIM membrane.
In all tests, the higher initial water flux of the HTI membrane was cancelled out by a
higher water flux loss over time. From these observations, and considering the fact that
the highest water flux loss occurred with raw wastewater, the results indicate that the
HTI membrane is more prone to fouling and concentration polarization phenomena
(and needs several pre-treatment steps to maintain a high normalized water flux).
The prevailing foulant during FO was organic, consisting mainly of proteins,
polysaccharides, and microorganisms. The deposited material also contained
inorganic elements, such as Ca, Fe, Al and Si. Pre-treatment with MF reduced fouling;
hence, less membrane area and cleaning would be required. However, HTI membrane
fouling cannot be fully avoided, even when including a MF step, because the deposits
on the membrane hinder water transport across the membrane. Therefore, more work
is still required to address membrane fouling issues to optimize membrane
performance.
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Table 1. Conducted FO-experiments with different feed types and tested membranes.
Experiment Feed solution

Draw solution Membrane type

Exp. 1

Raw municipal wastewater (Raw) 2 M NaCl

AIM, HTI

Exp. 2

Microsieve filtrate (MSF)

2 M NaCl

AIM, HTI

Exp. 3

Microfiltration permeate (MFP)

2 M NaCl

AIM, HTI
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Table 2. Characteristics of the feed types and the concentrations (mg·L-1) of the raw
wastewater (Raw), microsieve filtrate (MSF) and microfiltration permeate (MFP). EC is
shown in mS·cm-1.
SS

BOD7 CODt TOCt TPt

TPs

TNt

TNs

Alk.

VFA

EC

Raw

440

250

560

110

9.1

2.4

61

52

290

23

0.9

MSF

250

150

410

89

9.0

1.9

35

28

232

13

0.8

MFP

0

19

73

55

1.9

1.7

34

26

230

7

0.8
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Table 3. Solute rejections of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD7) and the total and
soluble phosphorus (TPt, TPs) of the tested feed types (Raw, MSF and MFP) using
FO AIM and HTI membrane. The R2 values for solute rejection, including the initial
concentration in the draw solution compared to the solute rejection value R1, are shown
in parentheses.
Feed

Membrane

BOD7

TPt

TPs

Raw

AIM

100% (97%)

99% (97%)

98% (97%)

HTI

99% (98%)

98% (98%)

97% (97%)

AIM

100% (97%)

100% (100%)

98% (96%)

HTI

99% (97%)

99% (99%)

98% (97%)

AIM

98% (77%)

99% (98%)

98% (98%)

HTI

96% (85%)

98% (98%)

98% (98%)

MSF

MFP

28

29

30

31

32

33

